Parma, 01/06/2014

TO: FMC TECHNOLOGIES GROUP

Dear friends,
I’m writing you this email in English because I want that all peoples of your international company
can read directly following words, because written with core from me but for my wife too, that I’m
sure would certainly have shared and sent her if she could only.
I want to thanks all your staff not only for the opportunity of work given Lella seven years ago
when, with her great happiness, could become part of your "family", but also and above all for the
way in which you helped her to develop their skills and knowledge and achieve, day per day, a
personal satisfaction for what done for company and with company. We all know how much this is
rare in the career path of a person, during which of course is more easy to meet employers,
managers, colleagues and collaborators more interested in themselves and to their own interest
rather than to establish a true relationship team made "even" of respect, collaboration, and last but
not least, friendship.
Thanks to all this, Lella has been able to grow as a worker and as a person, supported and
surrounded by a group of special peoples who together have made of workplace site, a "beautiful"
place, a serious environment but at the same time an ideal place to work and develop relationships
human and sincere friendship. And even when the disease began, during the entire period of care,
the support of colleagues and Company, has never failed, indeed, if possible has become even
stronger, at all levels, reserving her the absolute respect of the person, the right to work and to a
normal life even in disease, but, over all, she received a great demonstration of solidarity,
closeness and availability that only a family, real friends and great people can provide, and that,
being made by a large company such as yours, acquires an incalculable value in the eyes of those
who can look.
Lella, was always happy to go at work, before and during disease, trying to give the best of
themselves, as always and in all things of her short but intense and sincere existence, because
she felt part of something important, because she felt appreciated for her small contribution to that
Company, so big, but at the same so near to her and to all.
Lella knew of all requests of information on her health continuously sent from colleagues of other
your company sites and she was happy of this because for her it meant be appreciated as
colleague and person and to have so more force fight against cancer.
So, thanks from me and from Lella for all, for your respect for the person, the worker and the
patient, but even more for helping Lella to lead a life as normal as possible even during illness,
respecting their self-respect and her job’s figure, but at the same given her availability and quiet.
Thanks to all the wonderful team that I had honour to know and thanks to your company
international leadership, that certainly helped to make better work experience of my wife and, so,
our life together.
Thanks to all your team of Collecchio, for being first of all, Lella’s friends, and to all FMC
TECHNOLOGIES GROUP for your support until last day of her life ….

Best Regards
Stefano Chiesa (Lella’s husband) & Lella’s family all

